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vEnactment of Lok Pal (Parliamentary Ombudsman) Act.

vAppointment of Lakayuktas (State-level Ombudsman) in all States.

vCompulsory audit of accounts of political parties.
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elections and  holding the position of power.
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Disclaimer

Every effort has been made to verify the accuracy of the 
information contained in this Report nevertheless, 
Transparency International India or the compiler of the report 
are not responsible for its correctness or in other contexts. 
Policy recommendations reflect only Transparency 
International India’s opinion. They should not be taken to 
represent the views of those quoted or interviewed unless 
specifically stated.

All legal issues are subject to Delhi Courts’ Jurisdiction.



FOREWORD

Fundamental Right to Information under 

Articles 19 and 21 of the Constitution of India, as 

pronounced repeatedly by Supreme Court of India, 

has provided a Procedure by Right to Information 

Act, 2005. This handbook affords a practical guide 

for the common man to make effective use of that 

right.

It contains appropriate Forms for various 

Petitions and Motions under the Act and a plethora 

of various websites from where needed formalities 

for information can be downloaded.

The lists of RTI Helper Activists and of Central 

and State Information Commissions are unique 

embellishments which cannot be found presently 

anywhere else.

Dr. S.K.Agarwal, the Compiler, deserves all 

praise for this wonderful work too as he has done so 

for many other Transparency International India’s 

publications. There is absolutely no doubt that this 

handy Book will be helpful universally for 

information seekers.

New Delhi:                                

December 14, 2013                                          

Justice (Retd) Kamleshwar Nath

Chairman, TII
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RIGHT TO INFORMATION

The Right to Information Act-2005 is a part of fundamental rights 
under Article 19 (1) of the Constitution of India. It empowers citizens to 
know their entitlement to avail a particular public service, and redress 
the grievance, if any.  It also includes the ‘Right to be Heard and 
Consumer Education’, i.e., educating the consumer about his rights. It 
is based on the rationale of “participatory, transparent and 
accountable governance”.  Under the Right to Information Act, public 
servants can also be questioned on their conduct and, thus, made 
accountable. 

Main Features

Right to Information Act 2005 came into force on 12th October, 2005. 
The Act extends to the whole of India except the State of Jammu & 
Kashmir. This Act will have jurisdiction over every public authority in 
the country.  In States, which have already passed or plan to pass 
such laws, both the state and the Central Acts will co-exist - giving 
citizens a choice.  According to the Act, 

• Information means any material in any form including records, 
documents, memos, e-mails, opinions, advices, press releases, 
circulars, orders, logbooks, contracts, reports, papers, samples, 
models, data material held in any electronic form and information 
relating to any private body which can be accessed by a public 
authority under any other law for the time being in force. In keeping 
with best practice in some of the Indian States, information has 
been broadly defined to permit the inspection of public works, 
including taking samples of materials•. The definition also includes 
“information relating to a private body which can be accessed by a 
public authority under any law”. 

• Right to Information includes the right to - 

i. inspect works, documents, records – Normal charge for inspecting 
documents is Rs 10/- for the first hour and Rs 5/- for every hour 
afterwords. 

ii. take notes, extracts or certified copies of documents or records. 

iii. take certified samples of material. 

iv. obtain information in form of printouts, diskettes, floppies, tapes, 
video cassettes or in any other electronic mode or through printouts.
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There is an interesting variation on promoting disclosure by private 
bodies. It has been designed to keep the onus on the Government to 
collect information from private bodies, rather than requiring the public 
to chase private bodies themselves. 

• It empowers all individuals by providing penalties on erring officials 
for not providing information or misinforming, and thus ensures 
administration accountable, and to bring transparency in sections 
of the government like intelligence and security agencies.

• Under the Act, ten categories of information are exempted from 
disclosure. However, it allows a public authority to disclose even 
exempted information if disclosure is in public interest like human 
rights violations or corruption. 

Information Exempted from Disclosure

Under the Act, the following categories of information are exempted 
from disclosure. However, it allows a public authority to disclose even 
exempted information if disclosure is in public interest like human 
rights violations or corruption. :

• information, disclosure of which would prejudicially affect the 
sovereignty and integrity of India, the security, strategic, scientific 
or economic interests of the State, relation with foreign State or 
lead to incitement of an offence.

• Information which has been expressly forbidden to be published by 
any court of law or tribunal or the disclosure of which may 
constitute contempt of court.

• Information, the disclosure of which would cause a breach of 
privilege of Parliament or the State Legislature.

• Information including commercial confidence, trade secrets or 
intellectual property, the disclosure of which would harm the 
competitive position of a third party, unless the competent authority 
is satisfied that larger public interest warrants the disclosure of 
such information.

• Information available to a person in his fiduciary relationship, 
unless the competent authority is satisfied that the larger public 
interest warrants the disclosure of such information. 

• Information received in confidence from foreign governments.
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• Information, the disclosure of which would endanger the life or 
physical safety of any person or identify the source of information 
or assistance given in confidence for law enforcement or security 
purposes.

• Information which would impede the process of investigation or 
apprehension or prosecution of offenders.

• Cabinet papers including records of deliberations of the Council of 
Ministers, Secretaries and other officers.

Exempted Intelligence & Security Organisation (Section 24)

1. Intelligence Bureau (IB) 
2. Research & Analysis Wing (R&AW) 
3. Directorate of Revenue Intelligence (DRI) 
4. Central Economic Intelligence Bureau 
5. Directorate of Enforcement  
6. Narcotics Control Bureau 
7. Aviation Research Centre 
8. Special Frontier Force 
9. Border Security Force  
10. Central Reserve Police Force 
11. Indo-Tibetan Border Police  
12. Central Industrial Security Force 
13. National Security Guards 
14. Assam Rifles
15. Special Service Bureau
16. Special Branch (CID), Andaman and Nicobar
17. The Crime Branch-C.I.D.- CB, Dadra and Nagar Haveli
18. Special Branch, Lakshadweep Police 

The exclusion of the above organisations, however, is not absolute. 
These organizations have an obligation to provide information 
pertaining to allegations of corruption and human rights violations. 
Further, information relating to allegations of human rights violation 
could be given but only with the approval of the Central or State 
Information Commission.

Appellate Bodies : There will be independent information 
commissions at the central and state levels to enforce the Act, and 
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impose harsher penalties on officials who do not comply.  In case of 
any information termed as ‘confidential’, provision has been made for 
additional 15 days’ third party hearing and provide the information 
sought.  Similarly, although information about the private sector 
cannot be sought directly, it can be accessed by a public authority 
under any other law for the time being in force.  

Thus, this Act chiefly provides: 

1. The President will appoint a Chief Information Commissioner and 
Governors of states State Information Commissioners to 
implement the Act. They will be autonomous functionaries with 
five-year terms.

2. The Chief Information Commissioner and State Information 
Commissioners will publish an annual report on the 
implementation of the Act. 

3. The annual reports will be tabled before Parliament/state 
legislatures.  

4. ‘Information’ about events that took place 10 years before the date 
of request can be provided.  

5. Provision for varying penalties or fines (Rs. 250 per day and to a 
maximum of Rs. 25,000) for delaying without reasonable cause 
beyond the stipulated 30 days, including malafide refusal to give or 
destroying information or knowingly giving out wrong information 
to an RTI applicant.

6. Government bodies have to publish details of staff payments and 
budgets.

7. An applicant has been given the choice to make a request either 
under provisions of the Central Act or the State Act. (Eight State 
governments have their own Right to Information laws). 

Appeal Procedure

According to Appeal Procedure, First Appeal has to be filed with the 
senior officer of the concerned PIO within 90 days, failing which the 
Second Appeal can be filed with the Central/State Information 
Commission (CIC). Suggestive contents of Appeal have been given at 
the end of this chapter. 
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State-level RTI Acts :

The state-level RTI Acts were first successfully enacted by the state 
governments of Goa and Tamil Nadu (1997), Karnatka and Rajasthan 
(2000), Delhi (2001), Maharashtra, Assam (2002), Madhya Pradesh 
(2003), and Jammu & Kashmir (2004).Harayana (2005).

Road Map : 

Who – Every Indian citizen can seek any information, which is not 
sensitive and having no security implications.

What – Any information, which is normally available to a Member of 
Parliament or Member of Assembly, related to any occurrence, event 
or matter that has taken place 20 years before the date on which the 
request is made.  There is no need to give reasons for seeking 
information.

Where – Every Department has a Public Information Officer (PIO) to 
facilitate the process.  A detailed list of PIO (along with contact details) 
is available on the website www.rti.gov.in  

Whom - In case of any difficulty, send your request to the concerned 
PIO c/o concerned Head of the Department.  Information can be 
sought either under the Central Act or the concerned State’s Act, 
depending on the choice of the Application. There are nine State 
Governments which have their respective information laws.

How – File an RTI application stating the details of the information 
being sought on a blank sheet of paper with an Application Fee of Rs 
10/- to the concerned APIO/PIO of the Department concerned. 
However, some State Governments have prescribed some formats 
and their  fee var ies.  For their  detai ls:  log on to 
www.righttoinformation.org   Specimen of such letter and the Form 
are given as Annex. I & II at the end of this Chapter.

When – Time limit to get the information is 30 days from the date of 
application. Five days are to be added in case the Application has 
been submitted to the Assistant Public Information Officer. If an 
interest of a third party is involved, then the time limit is 40 days 
(maximum period + time given to the party to make representation).  
Failure to provide information within the specified period is deemed as 
refusal.  In case the information sought relates to life and liberty of a 
person, the time limit is 48 hours.



Appeal - Failure to provide information, including not accepting 
Application, delaying information without reasonable cause, 
malafidely denying information, knowingly giving incomplete, 
incorrect, and misleading information, destroying or obstructing the 
furnishing information without reasonable cause is considered a 
deemed refusal.  In such cases, the Applicant is advised to appeal to 
the next higher officer to the APIO/PIO whom the Application was 
initially submitted.  If he is also failed to satisfy, then the Applicant can 
file his appeal (specimen of the Contents of such Appeal are given as 
Annex. III at the end of this Chapter) to the Central Information 
Commission, Old JNU Campus, Block IV, 5th Floor, New Delhi-110067 
or the concerned State Information Commission.  

Penalty - After the specified time limit, every PIO is liable for a fine of 
Rs. 250/- per day, up to a maximum of Rs 25,000/-, for failure or 
delaying information without reasonable cause,

Kolkata High Court for anonymous RTI petitions

The Kolkata High Court in mid-November 2013 ruled for anonymous 
RTI petitions to be filed at Post-Box addresses without revealing 
identity of the petitioner. Verdict will protect lives of RTI petitioners and 
reduce chances of fake RTI petitions filed in the name of some known 
RTI petitioners.

Decide RTI pleas on merit 

As regards complaints under section 18 of the RTI Act, Justice V K Jain 
of the Delhi High Court observed in Nov. 2013 that it was obligatory for 
the Central Information Commission to decide a complaint on its merit 
instead of simply directing the central public information officer (CPIO) 
to provide information which the complainant had sought. CIC cannot 
leave disposal of a complaint on the public authority. In section 18, CIC 
can initiate penalty proceedings, carry on inquiry but cannot order 
disclosure of information, according to Supreme Court directives 
which said disclosure of information can only be ordered through 
second appeal route under section 19.  Under the RTI, there are two 
separate sections –– 18 for filing of complaint in case no information or 
incomplete information has been provided in 30 days mandatory 
period and 19 under which second appeal can be filed for disclosure of 
information.
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Instructions for all Information on Public Domain

The Central Vigilance Commission (CVC), vide its circular dated 
November 22, 2006, had asked all public dealing departments to put 
all forms/Performa on their websites in a downloadable form by 
January 1, 2007, and make available on-line status of applications 
pending with them, including the deficiencies, if any, in the documents 
by April 1, 2007.  The CVC has also proposed to recommend 
disciplinary action against officials who fail to do so.  This is an effort to 
minimize personal contact and scope for arbitration, which breed 
corruption.  It would also help the foreigners who have to approach the 
Foreigners Registration Office with their applications for longer stay.

RTI ONLINE 

Department of Personnel & Training has launched a web portal 
namely RTI online with URL www.rtionline.gov.in for all Central 
Ministries/Departments. This is a facility for the Indian citizens to file 
RTI applications and first appeals online to all Central 
Ministries/Departments. The prescribed RTI fees can also be paid 
online. Reply to the RTI applications and first appeals received online 
can also be given online by the respective PIOs/FAAs. The online 
service however, doesn’t cover state governments. Accordingly, the 
applicants have to provide contact information and some personal 
details such as gender, whether they are literate or illiterate, and 
whether they are below the poverty line. According to the guidelines, 
an applicant who claims to be below the poverty line must upload 
supporting documentation, so that they don’t have to pay a fee. Then 
there’s a box where you can type out your request, as well as upload 
an attachment if there’s not enough room to explain what sort of 
information you want. An information seeker can submit a fee of Rs 
10/- via internet banking through the State Bank of India (SBI) and its 
associated banks using the website. One can also use credit or debit 
cards. The online’s helpline number is +91 11 24622461

Transparency International India 7
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Simplified RTI Applications for NRIs

The Government has taken another major step forward in enabling 
Non-Resident Indians (NRIs) to file applications under the Right to 
Information Act announcing that it has launched a service called 
“elPO,” or Electronic Indian Postal Order. Using this, NRIs across the 
world may now be in a position to file RTI applications conveniently via 
direct payment of fees for the same. 

According to an Office Memorandum, the Department of Posts service 
will permit NRIs to purchase an Indian Postal Order electronically by 
paying a fee on-line through e-Post Office Portal i.e. 
http://www.epostoffice.gov.in. It could also be accessed through India 
Post website www.indiapost.gov.in, the memorandum explained. To 
purchase the eIPO for RTI fee, debit and credit cards could be used. 
Further, the memorandum explained, a printout of the elPO is required 
to be attached with the RTI application, or if the RTI application was 

National Informatics Centre
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being filed electronically, the elPO must be attached. As a caveat, all 
the requirements for filing an RTI application as well as other 
provisions regarding eligibility, time limit and exemptions, as provided 
in the RTI Act, 2005 will, however, continue to apply. CPIOs are 
required to maintain a record of the elPOs so received from Indian 
citizens abroad, but eIPO details can be verified from the website of 
India Post. 

Keywords: Right to Information Act, RTI act, NRI, electronic Indian 
Postal Order, ePIO

RTI Helplines & Links

National RTI Helpline (in Hindi and English) 9250-400-100

Manjunath Trust National Helpline 080-666-00-999

To seek information on Army : www.indianarmy.nic.in
Min. of Urban Dev. Govt. of India : www.urbanindia.nic.in

Application with fee of Rs 10/- in favour of PAO (Sectt), M/o Urban Dev. 
N Delhi, to concerned CPIO.  Can also be filed in P. I. Cell, Room No. 
203, "C" Wing, Nirman Bhawan, Maulana Azad Rd. N Delhi - 110011 
(Tel. No. 2306-1010)

Be bold, pursue RTI query

According to Shri Shekhar Singh, an academician and activist 
Shekhar, “Treat your RTI application like a course of antibiotics”. Since 
antibiotics don’t have the desired effect until you take them for the 
prescribed duration. Similarly, pursue your RTI query until you get 
satisfactory answers. If you leave it halfway, it will embolden 
government officers to get away without providing complete 
information. Venkatesh Nayak, coordinator of the Commonwealth 
Human Rights Initiative, opined that the right to information was their 
fundamental right. “It’s not something which can be denied or which 
needs to be justified. If you have asked for information from a relevant 
government authority, they are duty-bound to provide it to you.”

In order to get a response to your query, it’s very important to draft the 
application correctly, very specific for details. A vague application will 
only get vague answers. There is resistance in providing information.
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Frequently Asked Questions 

Q. 1 Who is Public Information Officer (PIO)?

A. Public Information Officers (PIOs) are the government officers who 
act as a point of contact in every Government Department, and who 
are supposed to correspond with the people who are willing to seek 
any information. PIOs are the representative of certain governmental 
organizations which can include city, county, school district, state 
government and police departments. PIOs receive applications from 
the people; they gather the information from the respective 
Department and then dispatch that information to the applicant. They 
can be classified under two groups:

1) Central Public Information Officers (CPIOs) - Officers who 
correspond to questions asked to any central authority.

2) State Public Information Officers (SPIOs) – Officers who 
correspond to questions asked to any state authority. 

Q. 2 Who is Central Information Commission (CIC)?

A. In case, a person has been denied any information that he/she 
asked for, he/she may file Appeal/Complaint before the Central 
Information Commission (CIC). It shall be duty of the Central 
Information Commission or State Information Commission to receive 
and inquire into a complaint from any person. The Commission 
includes one Chief Information Commissioner (CIC) and not more 
than 10 Information Commissioners (IC) who are appointed by the 
President of India.

Q. 3 When was the RTI Act established?

A. The Central Right to Information Act became effective on the 12th 
October, 2005. However, prior to that 9 state Governments had 
passed state Acts. These were J & K, Delhi, Rajasthan, Madhya 
Pradesh, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Assam & Goa. It put 
down the process on how to apply for information, where to apply, how 
much fees etc.
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 Q. 4 What citizen can avail for under RTI Act 2005?

A. Right to Information Act 2005 empowers every citizen right to -

•  Ask any information/questions from the Government authority 
which can be in any form, including records, documents, memos, e-
mails, opinions, advices, logbooks, contracts, reports, models, data 
material in any electronic form

• Analyse and examine any of the government documents.

Q. 5 What is the time limit in which we should expect the reply 
from the PIO/APIO?

• If the RTI application is filed with the PIO, we must receive required 
information within 30 days.

• If the application is filed with Assistant PIO then information has to 
be made available within 35 days.

• If the matter is related to the life and liberty of an individual, 
information has to be made available in 48 hours.

• In case the third party is involved in asking the question, it should 
take 40 days

If the information required is in relation to human rights violation it can 
take 45 days.

Q. 6 How much time does RTINation take to process an 
application?

A. RTINation generally takes 2-3 business days to process an 
application. However in cases which require additional details it may 
take more time.

Q. 7 What penalties can be charged on the PIO if the information 
is delayed?

A. If the concerned PIO does not provide information in time, complaints 
can be filed against him for violation of the Act to Information 
Commission, which can impose penalties. These penalties amount to 
Rs 250 per day of delay and if the information provided is false, a penalty 
of a maximum of Rs 25000 can be imposed. A penalty can also be 
imposed for providing incomplete or for rejecting application for malafide 
reasons. This fine fees is deducted from the officer’s personal salary.



Q. 8 When to File an Appeal?

A. If you do not receive information within 30 days or if you are not 
satisfied with the response received, you can file an appeal. The first 
appeal is to be filed with the officer senior to the PIO in the same 
Department. He is to take a decision within 30 days of your filing the 
appeal. If you do not get a satisfactory response within 30 days from 
the first appellate authority also, please file the second appeal with 
Information Commission. If you asked for information from a state 
government department, your appeal will go to State Information 
Commission. If it is Central government department, your appeal will 
go to Central Information Commission.

Q. 9 Can the PIO refuse to give me information?

A.  PIO can refuse information on 11 subjects that are listed in section 
8 of the RTI Act. These include information received in confidence from 
foreign governments, information prejudicial to security, strategic, 
scientific or economic interests of the country, breach of privilege of 
legislatures, etc.

There is a list of 18 agencies given in second schedule of the Act to 
which RTI Act does not apply. However, they also have to give 
information if it relates to matters pertaining to allegations of corruption 
or human rights violations.

Q.10  After how many days can I expect a reply if I file an appeal on 
RTINation.com?

A The PIO takes 30-40 days to reply to your application. We like to take 
an additional margin of 10 days for processing your application and 
making sure it reaches the desire person. So you can expect a reply 
anywhere between 40-55 days. Also to be noted is that we are 
currently operating in the Beta phase so there may be additional 
delays.

Q.11 Is the reply from the department sent to me or 
rtination.com?

A. Reply from the department is directly sent to you. 

Q. 12 Additional fees for accessing documents etc.?

A. In case you have requested for government records etc. the 
department will send you a letter elaborating the cost of the same. You 
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thereafter need to send the required amount to the department as per 
the mode of payment mentioned by the department. We currently do 
not send additional fees on your behalf, although this service maybe 
started shortly. 

13. Can students get answer-sheets under RTI?

According to a Delhi High Court order of April 2014, students can 
obtain copies of answer-sheets by paying Rs. two per page (A 4 or A 3 
size paper) as per RTI (Regulation of Fee & Cost) Rules 2005. Further, 
no fee will be charged in the first hour of inspection.(TOI April 26, 2014)  

RTI Online

1. To which Public Authority can I file a request?

An applicant who desires to obtain any information under the RTI Act 
2005 can make a request through this RTI Online Portal to only the 
Central Public Authorities of main Ministries/Departments located at 
New Delhi initially. In the first phase, this facility is available to 
Ministries/Departments/Apex Bodies mentioned in the list available in 
‘GUIDELINES’.

2. How do I write my application for seeking the information as per RTI 
Act 2005?

The text of the application may be written in the prescribed column of 
he form. At present, the text of the application is confined up to 500 
characters only in the prescribed column of the form.

In case, the text of an application contains more than 500 characters, it 
can be uploaded as a PDF attachment in the “Supporting Document” 
column of the form.

3. How do I make the payment for RTI fee?

After filling the first page, a non-BPL applicant has to click on “Make 
Payment” button for remittance of the prescribed RTI fee.

The applicant can pay the prescribed RTI fee through the following 
modes:

(I)Internet banking through SBI and its associated banks.

(ii) Using ATM-cum-Debit card of State Bank of India.

(iii) Credit/Debit Card.

Transparency International India 13



It may be noted that no RTI fee is required to be paid by any citizen who 
is ‘Below Poverty Line’ (BPL) as per RTI Rules, 2012. However, the 
applicant must attach a copy of the certificate issued by the 
appropriate government in this regard, along with the application.

4. Do I get any receipt for online filing of RTI application?

On submission of an application, a unique registration number will be 
issued, which may be referred by the applicant for any future 
reference.

It may be  the application filed through this RTI Online Portal will reach 
electronically to the “Nodal Officer” of the said Ministry/Department 
and “Not” to the CPIO of the concerned Ministry/Department.

The Nodal Officer will transmit the RTI application, either electronically 
or physically to the concerned CPIO.

5. What will happen to my application if I select a wrong Public 
Authority in the prescribed form?

In case th RTI application is not meant for the Ministry / Department 
which has been selected by the applicant, the “Nodal Officer” of the 
said Ministry/Deparment will transfer the application electronically to 
the “Nodal Officer” of the concerned main Ministry/Department 
located at New Delhi, under section 6(3) of the RTI act.

6. Will I be informed about the additional fee (if any) I required to pay?

In case additional fee representing the cost is required for providing 
information, the Nodal Officer will intimate the same, which can be 
viewed by the applicant through ‘View Status’ option in the RTI Online 
Portal and an e-mail alert will be sent to the applicant for the same.

For submitting the additional fee online, the applicant needs to use the 
option ‘View Status’ in the RTI Online Portal and on providing the 
registration number of the request option for ‘Make Payment’ will 
provided.
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Annexure-I 

Specimen of Questions that can be asked for an individual 
problem under RTI Act, 2005

Date-------------------

The Assistant Public Information Officer,

Or The Public Information Officer,

---------------------------------Deptt.

Address-

Subject : Application for seeking information under the Right to 
Information Act, 2005

Sir, 

Kindly supply the following information in respect of application 
submitted for  on (date) (copy enclosed) under the Right to Information 
Act, 2005 :

I had applied for a ____________________ (passport, ration card, 
driving license, income certificate etc.) on _________________. My 
application number is _________.

Please provide the following information with respect to my 
application:

1. Please provide a copy of the daily progress report of my application.

2. Please provide a copy of the file noting on my application.

3. What is the reason for the delay in processing my application?

4. What is the stipulated time-frame within which the ___________ 
(passport, ration card, driving license, income certificate) is 
supposed to be made? Please provide a copy of the relevant order 
in this regard.

5. Please provide the name, designation and contact details of the 
official responsible for processing my application within the 
stipulated time-frame. 

6. What action will be taken against the concerned official for not 
processing my application within the stipulated timeframe?
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7. Please provide the name, designation and contact details of the 
official to whom I can file a complaint regarding the delay in 
processing my application. 

8. We would like to inspect the relevant files and, if needed, we would 
like to have the certified copies of the required pages. For this, 
kindly inform us about allotted date & time .

9. Please find Rs. 10/- in cash/Postal Order/draft as fee for seeking 
above information.

Yours faithfully

Name  of the Applicant

Address of the Applicant

Encls. : As above
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Annexure-II 

Specimen of Questions for information on Road/Drain 
construction under RTI Act 2005

Date-------------------

The Assistant Public Information Officer,

Or  The Public Information Officer,

---------------------------------Deptt.

Address-

Subject : Application for seeking information under the Right to 
Information Act, 2005

Sir, 

1. A road/drain is being constructed at ______________________ 
(exact   location with landmarks).

2. Kindly supply the following information in respect of the 
above.under the Right to Information Act, 2005 :

3. Please provide the following information in relation to this:

i. Please provide a copy of the contract and tender awarded for 
construction of the work.

ii. Please provide a map showing the exact location, length and 
starting and ending point of the work which is being constructed.

iii. What is the date of the start and completion of the work as per 
the contract/tender? 

iv. How much money has been allocated/sanctioned for 
construction of the road/drain and till date what is the actual 
expenditure on the construction of the work?
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4. From which fund/account is this work being carried out? Please 
provide the full name of the funds and the account head.

5. I would like to inspect all the papers and files (contract, tender, work 
files, measurement books, inspection reports and any other 
files/papers) related to the construction of this road/drain.

6. We would like to inspect the relevant files and, if needed, we would 
like to have the certified copies of the required pages. For this, 
kindly inform us about allotted date & time .

7. Please find Rs. 10/- in cash/Postal Order/draft as fee for seeking 
above information.

Yours faithfully

Name  of the Applicant

Address of the Applicant

Encls. : As above
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Annexture- III

Specimen of an Application for seeking information under the 
Right to Information Act, 2005

Date-------------------

The Assistant Public Information Officer,

Or The Public Information Officer,

---------------------------------Deptt.

Address-

Subject : Application for seeking information under the Right to 
Information Act, 2005

Sir, 

Kindly supply the following information in respect of application 
submitted for               on (date) (copy enclosed) under the Right to 
Information Act, 2005 :

1)  Day-to-day Progress Report on the above mentioned Application.  
Kindly inform us if any other formalities is required to process this 
Application.

2)  Name & designation of Officers who were expected to take 
necessary actions on the above referred application.      

3)  How much more time will your office take to complete the 
formalities?

4)  What action do you propose against the officers who have shown 
negligence, if any?

5). Supply us the following details of such applications received after 
the above application was filed on (date)__________  -
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a) Name & addresses of Applicants

b) Date of their applications received 

c) Date-wise action taken on each of such applications

6) We would like to inspect the relevant files and, if needed, we would 
like to have the certified copies of the required pages. For this, 
kindly inform us about allotted date & time .

7. Please find Rs. 10/- in cash/Postal Order/draft as fee for seeking 
above information.

Yours faithfully

Name  of the Applicant

Address of the Applicant

Encls. : As above
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Annexture-IV

(Though it is optional either to apply on an Application Form or on a 
plain paper for any information under the Right to Information Act, 
2005, the following is a specimen Form devised to facilitate the 
interaction under the Right to Information Act, 2005.)

Application for seeking information under the Right to 
Information Act, 2005

PART  I:

1. Name of applicant: ________________________________

2. Date of Birth (optional)  ____________________________

3. Gender (optional): _______________________Male/Female

4. Address for correspondence  _________________________

5. Whether belonging to below poverty line (BPL) category: 
No/Yes 

(If yes, please attach proof of BPL)  

      6. Whether citizen of India: Yes/No

 PART II:

(i) Specify the particulars of the information sought for.

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

(ii) Whether the information sought is required to be supplied:

(a) In Printed form Yes/No 

(b)  In diskette or floppy Yes/No 

(c)  Whether inspection of records also sought.     Yes/No 

(iii) Whether prescribed application fee* (Rs. 10 for Central Govt.) is 
paid? Yes/No 
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If yes, please specify whether by cash/demand draft/Banker’s cheque 
(drawn in favour of “Pay & Accounts Officer,_______________”, 
payable at ___________________________(city).

Declaration of the Applicant:

The information given by me in this form is true and I am solely 
responsible for its accuracy. 

Further, the information sought for is not exempted under the 
provisions of Section (8) of the Right to Information Act, 2005.

  

(Signature of the Applicant)

Name of the Applicant

Address of the Applicant

Place:  

Date: 

 *Note:

1. The above form has been devised to facilitate supply of 
information to the applicant. However, it is open to the applicant to 
submit the application on plain paper.

2. Attention of the applicant is drawn to section 7(3) of the RTI Act; 
where under additional payment of fees may be required.
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Annexture V

Contents of Appeal

According to Appeal Procedure, First Appeal has to be filed with the 
concerned PIO, failing which the Second Appeal can be filed with the 
Central/State Information Commission. The Appeal should contain 
following information –

Contents of Appeal to be provided by the Appellant as per rule 
3 of  Central Information Commission

The Appeal should be accompanied by the self-attested copies of (1) 
Orders or documents against which Appeal is being preferred; (2) 
documents relied upon by the appellant and referred to in the Appeal; 
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and (3) an index of the documents referred to in the Appeal.  At 
present, CIC expects five copies of the Second Appeal)

(In order to process the appeal quickly, the Commission has suggested 
that it may also be sent on E-Mail as an attachment to 
pkp.shrevaskar@nic.in , dc.singh@nic.in or tk.mohapatra@nic.in  

Pls note that this is not a mandatory requirement for processing your 
case in the Commission.)

Constitution of the Central /State Information Commissions

Central Information Commission
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Mrs Sushma Singh Chief Information Commissioner

Shri Rajiv Mathur Information Commissioner

Shri Vijai Sharma Information Commissioner

Shri Basant Seth Information Commissioner

Shri Yashovardhan Azad Information Commissioner

Shri Sharat Sabharwal Information Commissioner

Mrs Manjula Prasher Information Commissioner

Shri MA Khan Yusufi Information Commissioner

Prof Madabhushanam Information Commissioner

Sridhar Acharyulu Information Commissioner

Shri Ashok Kumar dash ADDL. Secy (011) 26162290; 

26175295; ak.dash@nic.in

Mrs T Y Das Secretary (011) 2616-7932 /

Telefax 2610-6287 (M) 9968288944

Shri Tarun Kumar Joint Secy Telfax – 26180514; 

16180517 tarun.kumar@nic.in

Shri Pankaj Shrevaskar Director & Nodal CPIO tel- 226717354

pkp.shrevaskar@nic.in

Shri D C Singh Dy Secy & Dy Registrar 

Tle  - 26186535; dc.singh@nic.in

Shri T K Mohapatra Dy Secy & Dy Registrar 

Tel – 26105027; Tk.mohapatra@nic.in
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RTI Activists to Help You

Shri Ritesh Singh : 09093761704  
E-mail rti-india@getup4change.org
secretary@getup4change.org

Shri G R Vohra  : 09869195785
Shri Krish  : 09821588114
Shri Avinash Singh : 09311136912

Assam : Guwahati -Ms Anjuman Aara Begum - 0361-2603833, 
09954024624, Baksar - Sh Veeju Barua – 09435198562, Sh Pranav 
Sekia – 09859135082, Chharang - Sh Nomi Sekia - 03713-266626, 
266515, 09435185878, Lumbding - Shri Ashish Dey – 03674-
263222, 263302, 09435163065 

Bihar : Patna - Sh.Mahender – 9955903293, Sh.Riazul – 
9934984250, Sh.Ramesh – 9431025373, Sh.Parveen – 9431426611, 
Sh.Deepak - 06273-223535, 222096, 09431826260, Madhubani  - 
Sh.Ashok Kr.Singh – 9939299219, Sh.Nemi – 9835092644, Dr.Aditya 
Sapera -9431643637, Muzaffarpur –Samas-tipur - Sh.Vimlendu 
Kumar – 9835860803, Sh.Surender Chaurasiya – 9430242926, 
Sh.Manoj – 09431245140,  Dr.Ajay Kumar – 9334905901, Sh.Sahid 
Kammal - 09835067418, Sasaram : Sh. Dhananjay 

Chhattisgarh : Bhilai -Sh.Rakesh Kumar -9329026863, Raipur - 
Sh. Parteek Pandey – 9425530719, Rajnand Gaon - Sh. Brijesh – 
9425386176,  Vilaspur - Sh.Umesh Kr Rastogi - 9993700364

Delhi : Sh.Manish Sisodia – 9868875898, Sh.Punender Mishra – 
9555123464, Sh.Santosh Jha -9868476576, Ms Namrata Yadav – 
9811702651, Sh.Noor Mohammad – 9313144457,  Sh.Lalit Mohan 
Sharma  - 9868543317, Sh.Neeraj Kumar – 9891427991, 
Sh.Manoj – 9431245140, Sh.Rajiv Sharma - 011-20033988,  Suchi 
Pandey – 9811333041,  Sh.Saurabh Sharma – 9811872752, ShVimal 
Kumar – 9868342634, Ms Divya Jyoti – 9868002365,  Javed Khan - 
011-20103177,  Ms. Anjli Bhardwaj  -9811558533

Gujrat : Ahmedabad - Sh.Manoj Pai – 9825253346, Sh Mahesh 
Pandeya - 079-268851801,  Sh Chandravardhan Dhruv - 
9998749751, 4.Sh Harinesh – 9824048842,  Pankti – 9426519691, 
Sh Rahul - 9824072909 
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Haryana :  Berry : Sh.Dinesh – 9813112032, Hissar - Prof Sudama 
Aggarwal - 09416498983 Email-aggarwalsudama@yahoo.co.in,  Sh 
Sunil – 9416101732, Dr.Anil Panikar  - 9255225642, Sh Rajender 
Yadav - 9812182327

Himachal Pradesh : Mandi - Sh Prashant Mohan – 9418491202, 
Sh Sunil Rana - 9418724936

Chandigarh  : Sh. Rajiv Godhra – 9417150798,  Sh.Surender 
M Bhanot - 0172-3013240/0988810811

Jharkhand : Ranchi - Sh Vishnu Rajgariya  - 9431104424,  
Sh Mritunjya – 9835598535,  Sh Sandeep Anand - 9334708000, 
Ms Shakti Pandey – 9934109575,  Jamshedpur  - Shri Priya Ranjan 
– 9431187435, Devgarh - Shri Sanjeet Mandal – 9431190718,  
Dhanbad - Shri Sushil Bharti – 9431114269, Dumka - Shri R.K. Nirad 
– 9431177865

Kerala : Tellicherri - Col. N.R. Kurup – 9857128960,  Thallaseri - 
Sh. Sarfuddin - 0490-2357700/09446435770

Karnataka : Bangalore - Sh. Vikram Simha – 9886020774, Sh. Viresh 
– 9448704693, Sh. Anil Kumar – 9845813345,  Sh. Manohar – 
9980085931,  Sh. Anand -9241012730,  Uddappi - Sh. D’souza – 
8202524110

Meghalya : Shillong - Ms  Angela Rangad - 0364-
2222188/09863061770

Maharashtra : Mumbai - Sh Shailesh Gandhi : 9820027305, 
Sh. Jagdeep Desai – 9869222148, Sh. Kewal Semlani -  0 2 2 -
22824108,Pune : Sh. Vijay Kumbhar – 9850434351 , Pune Metro 
Jagriti Abhiyan – 8081898081 Sh. Prakash Kardale – 9422014901,  
Sangli - Sh. Kishore Tula – 09422407979,  Sh. Shivaji Raut – 
094230325256, Satara -  Sh. Dalip Kene – 09850395545, Akola – 
Sh. Ravi Tale – 09822593905, Nagpur – Sh. Sanjay Pendse – 
09373106407, Ms Pinpal – 09422112777, Ms Preeti - 09423058507

Madhya Pradesh : Chindwada - Sh.Mahender Khare – 9827242440, 
Shehdol - Sh. Ramavtar Gupta – 9425362811, Katni - Sh. Rajesh 
Ranjan – 9826326708, Sh. Deepak – 9301186979,  Jabalpur - 
Sh. Parashant Korav – 9425153582,  Sh. Vikas – 9329833298, 
Indore - Sh. V.K. Gupta – 9826385411, Bhopal - Sh. Ajay Dubey – 
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9893094043, Sh. Piyush Mittal – 9827356659

Odisha : Sambalpur - Sh. Anand Saamal – 9938443595, Bargad - 
Sh. Shantanu Pradha – 9937930248, Sh. Vishvajit Das – 
9238508029, Kalahandi - Sh.Manas Ranjan Sahu – 9937719106, 
Boudh -  Sh. Kedarnath Sahu – 9937454121, Kenderpada - 
Sh. Shubhendurai – 9861310704, Nuvapada - Sh. Subhit Kumar 
Panda – 9861092667, Khurda - Ms Sujata Mahapatra – 9861401943,  
Bhubaneshwar : Sh. Nishikant – 9861117243, Sh. Parashant : 
9937083117,  Konark (Puri Distt) - Sh. N.A. Shah - 06758-236471, 
09437036471

Punjab – Sangroor - Sh. Gurdiyal Singh Shital – 9417195538, 
Ludhiana  -  Sh. Jaskeerat Singh - 9316084953

Rajasthan : Jaipur - Sh. Kamaal - 9413457292, Sh. Paras – 
9413046353,  Ms Somiya - 014106419720, 2362358, 2707727, Sh. 
Bhavan Meghvanshi – 9352110451,  Ajmer :  Sh. D.L. Tripathi – 
9414354915, Karoli - S h .  A r j u n  J i n d a l  -  9 4 1 4 6 8 3 6 8 3 ,
Chittorgargh  :  Sh. Shiraj – 9413161664, Sh. Chandmal Garg -
9414733240, Bheem - Sh. Brahmchari -02951-250655 , Abu Road - 
Ms. Richa – 9829234886, Sh. Ranchod Devadish – 9928070817, 
Badser  - Sh. Ramraj  - 9214667500, Bikaner - Sh Darshan Singhva 
– 9876827426, Nokha - Sh. Chetan Ram – 9414147095,  Udaipur - 
Sh. Ramesh – 9828275612,  Sh. R.D. Vyas – 9413318044, Kota -  
Sh. Rahul Jain - 9414938617

Tamil Nadu : Chennai - Sh Dharmesh – 9884231342,  TII’s 
Tamilnadu Helpline - (044) 64581444/42858551

Uttar Pradesh : Lucknow - Dr. Nutan Thakur : 9415534525, 
Arundhati Dhuru : 9415022772, Sh.S.R. Darapuri – 9415164845, Sh. 
Navnin Tiwari – 9935008249 , Sh.Akhilesh Saxena – 9889346306, 
Sh. Izhar Ansari – 9415763426, Ms. Urvashi Sharma - 
0 9 3 6 9 6 1 3 5 1 3 / 9 4 5 5 5 5 3 8 3 8 / 8 0 8 1 8 9 8 0 8 1 ,  Va r a n a s i  -  
Sh. Ballabhacharya – 9415256848, Anjani Singh – 9415812309,  
Sh. Nageshwar Prasad – 9839660072, Sh. Nandlal Master – 
9415300520,  Chandoli - Sh. Jaishankar Pandey – 9839716248, 
Sh. Jay Prakash Singh – 9956359655,  Dr. S.P. Singh – 9450245119, 
Sh. Shravan Kushwaha – 9415978355, Gazipur - Sh Vishvesh – 
9450243848, Ms Savitri Behan – 9838214845, Sh. Arvind Murti – 
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9839835032,  Mau - Sh. Akhilesh – 9338230521,  Sh. Jitender Goel – 
9452654966,  Sh. Basant Rajbhar – 9451652404, Adv Mithlesh 
Kumar  - 9450761880, Sh. Sadanand Tiwari – 9415358103, Sh. Vijay 
Bhai – 9335341150, Azamgarh - Sh. Manav Tiwari – 9919686465, 
Balia - Sh. Jagdish Sharma – 9450368192, Sh. Ramsagar Verma – 
9451209863, Sh. Jitender Dixit - 9839842511, Hardoi - 
Sh. Radheshwar Kapur – 9838646247, Sh. Ashok Bharti – 
9936176382, Sh. Mahesh – 9838546900,  Sh. Kuldip Saxena – 
9415040235, Sh. Abdul Kalam – 9336275125, Kanpur : Sh. William 
Paul – 9450346654, Sh. Neelkamal – 9335287180, Sh. Yashwant 
Rao – 9935451876,  Ms Richa Singh – 9450462474,  Unnao  -  
Sh Mangat Ram Sharma -9415053216 ,  Sitapur - Sh. Ajay Patel – 
9935956075,  Sh. Pradeep Shukla - 05443-290060,  Mirzapur - 
Sh. Nissar Ahmed – 9415315484, Sh. Sachin Agarwal – 9415255042, 
Sh. Hariram Vanvasi – 9415068119, Jaunpur - Sh. Ajay Singh – 
9838698664, Dr. Rakesh Singh – 9415878762, Sh. Ajit Verma – 
9336457449, Sultanpur - Sh. Shah Alam – 9919005173, S h .  
Shashi Bhushan -9415140215, Faizabad  - Sh. Rajaram – 
9450689082, Sh. V.K. Roy – 9415360040, Sh. Vijay Patel – 
9935956075, Bhadoi - Sh. Mangal Singh – 9415193935,  
Sh. Dijender Vishvatma – 9919893937,  Sh. Prem Kumar - 
9412839020 Lalitpur - Sh. Manish Singh – 9415954277, 
Sh. Purnendu Mishr - 8924936462,  Moradabad -  Sh. Vikram Singh – 
9235714170,  Aligarh - Ms   Varsha Sharma – 9236513973,  
Allahabad - Sh. Janardan Singh – 9450682303, Sh. Bhrugunath 
Yadav – 9838976584, Kaushambhi -  Sh. Keshav Chand – 
9839883518, Deoria - Sh. Jitender Chaudhry – 9935008552, 
Sh. Kirorimal Chirania – 9451259791, Kushinagar - Sh. S.K. Shiva – 
9889812838, Sh. Manish – 9935144863, Sh. Majoj Singh – 
9415282206, Shahjahanpur - Sh. Vikram Singh – 9839672009, 
Gorakhpur - Sh. Jitender  - 9415054079,  Sh. Khajanchi Lal – 
9336147750, Fatehpur - Sh. Raja Bhaiya Yadav – 9415144179, 
Bahraich - Sh. Bhagvat Prasad - 9415310662,  Ms Priyanka – 
9452072411, Banda - Col.T.P. Tyagi – 9313922889, Chitrakoot - 
Sh. Lokesh Batra -9810943536,  NOIDA
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Transparency International India is the accredited India chapter of 

Transparency International, an international civil society organisation 

based in Berlin. It is a non-government, non-party and not-for-profit 

organisation of Indian citizens with professional, social, industrial or 

academic experience seeking to promote transparent and ethical 

governance and to eradicate corruption. 

We envision a corruption free India where the poor do not lose their 

voice in the face of corruption, and make it our mission to support a 

committed effort to improve transparency and accountability through 

the broadening of knowledge and effective action for eradicating 

corruption. 

Therefore, we consider good governance, capacity building, 

communication, advocacy, participatory monitoring, research, and 

engaging with the Government, private sector and NGOs as our main 

areas of priority.

VISION:

To create a corruption-free India, so that the poor do not lose their voice 

to corruption.

MISSION:

To lead and support a committed effort to improve transparency and 

accountability by eradicating corruption through widening of 

knowledge and catalyzing action.

PRIORITY AREAS:

Good governance, research, capacity building, communication and 

advocacy, participatory monitoring, engaging with Government, 

private sector and NGOs.
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Registered  Office :  Qr. No. 4, Lajpat Bhawan,  Lajpat Nagar - IV, New Delhi - 24
Project Office : N-37, National Park, Lajpat Nagar - IV, New Delhi - 24  
Email: info@transparencyindia.org;  t i i n d i a . n e w d e l h i @ g m a i l . c o m
Website: www.transparencyindia.org

Advocacy & Legal Advice Centre

Fight 

 AGAINST

Anti Corruption Help-lines

Just Call

TRANSPARENCY
INTERNATIONAL INDIA
the coalition against corruption

Free Information & Legal Advice

BHOPAL - 09009-99-23-23

ALAC
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